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A University Wide Special Order to establish an Ad Hoc Committee on Homelessness

Introduced by: Senator Munoz
Sponsor(s): President Patterson; Executive Vice President Iqbal; Finance Director Bommakanti; Senator Martinez, Mondesir, Nicholson, Wright, Okereke, Abraham; Liaison(s) Diaz, Mai
Submittal Date: 10/26/18  Sent to: University-Wide
Voted on: November 1, 2018

WHEREAS, as of the Fall 2018 semester, the issue of homelessness needs to be addressed and,
WHEREAS, there are currently students who attend Georgia State who are homeless, and,
WHEREAS there is a necessity for the University Wide Senate needs to act, and,
WHEREAS a committee needs to be made to combine different resources.

THEREFORE, BE IT ENACTED BY THE UNIVERSITY WIDE SENATE OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY THAT
Section 1: An Ad Hoc Homelessness Committee be formed of various volunteers within the University-Wide Senate, volunteers from Georgia State and volunteers from the community surrounding Georgia State.
Section 2: The committee must have at least one member from the other campuses to address homelessness in their surrounding areas. The members are: President Patterson; Executive Vice President Iqbal; Finance Director Bommakanti; Speaker Orak; Senators Martinez, Mondesir, Nicholson, Wright, Okereke, Abraham, Thomas; Liaison(s) Diaz, Mai
Section 3: The committee will meet to address problems with solutions to decrease homelessness at Georgia State, and the community that surrounds it.
Section 4: This legislation shall take effect immediately upon passage by the Student Government Association, the welfare of the students requiring it.

ACTION TAKEN BY THE STUDENT SENATE: VOTE for 20  against 0  abstentions 0

ACTION TAKEN BY THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT

Signature: [Signature]
Date: 11/8/18